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Preface 

This template can be responded to inline. The format is: 
Question: All questions are marked in bold red color. 
Clarifications to questions and/or examples are presented in italicized font in blue color. Please note 
that the examples are completely fictitious and may or may not represent reality. They are only 
intended to explain the level of detail that is sought in the responses (more detail is welcome). 

Your response can be filled in the editable forms fields 

 
This template is meant for companies that are at the Seed Stage of their 
growth. In our view, Seed Stage companies have: 

 A core team in place with relevant expertise 

 A clearly articulated targeted market space for the company’s solution 

 A defined value proposition 

 In addition: 
o Product companies should have a working (or close to working) 

prototype and are targeting pilot implementations with named 
customers.  

o Service companies should have demonstrated execution abilities 
through paid engagements with a few customers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 depicts our view of the key parameters and space in which a 

company operates. In this document, we seek responses to each of the 
parameters depicted in the figure. 
 
Understanding the trends in a market space can reveal potential opportuni-
ties and unmet needs that a company can target. With a clear understanding 
of the ecosystem and competition, the company can create a solution 
(product or service offering) that differentiates from the competition and 
delivers a unique value proposition to the customer.  Once the company has 
identified the opportunity and ideated the solution, it needs to have a 
competent team to design & develop the solution, acquire customers & 
service the customers. The competencies of the team members will be 
crucial in creating the solution and acquiring customers. Finally, capital is a 
key requirement for meeting the above goals.  



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Parameters & space in which a Company operates.  
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The figure is generic and applies to companies at various stages of growth. 
We recognize that companies at the Seed stage of growth will not have all of 
the components completely. For example, a company at this stage may not 
have the required Sales & Marketing team for acquiring customers in a mass 
scale (however, we expect that the company would have at least thought 
through and identified the resources required to obtain pilot customers.) 
 
For a Seed stage company, Ojas provides funding so that, in addition to 
building a complete management team:  

 If you are a product company, you can complete product develop-
ment, develop & validate the business model through a couple of customer 
engagements. 

 If you are a services company, you can hone your service delivery and 
execution capabilities and validate it by repeating over several customers and, 
you can extract value from current engagements to build some new services 
competencies.  
 
We believe that this would help the company optimally grow to the next 
inflection point of scale. 
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Background Information 

Company Name       

Where incorporated       

Founding Team       

Board/Advisors       

Progress achieved till 
date (prototype, pilot 
customers, etc?) 

      

Investment Needed       

Milestones estimated 
to be achieved from 
this investment 

      





 

 

Market, Ecosystem, Competitors & Custom-
ers 

I MARKET TRENDS, ECOSYSTEM & OPPORTUNITY 

Describe the market space that your company is targeting. Explain 

who the ecosystem players are in this space and the value added by 

each player. Describe the trends in the market that is creating the 

opportunity that your solution is addressing; and explain if the trends 

will cause the opportunity size to increase or decrease over the next 

few years. Explain what value your solution adds to the ecosystem and 

the level of difficulty in inserting your solution into the ecosystem. 

In responding to this question, please explain clearly the entire ecosystem of the target market 

including consumers, delivery channels, manufacturers/producers, intellectual property owners, etc. 

Please indicate what the value provided by each of the players is; what the trends in consumer 

behavior is and what it is likely to result in – e.g., increase in sales of particular products or demand 

for new services, etc. Indicate what value your solution will provide and to who in the ecosystem. 

Finally, indicate how easy is it for your solution to be introduced into the ecosystem and whether 

significant disruptions may be required for the same.  

 

Example Response: Ice-cream is a well loved food item across the world and its consumption is not 

restricted to any geographical area. However, the distribution of ice-cream requires that it be kept 

frozen from the source of production through the point of sale to maintain freshness & taste and to 

prevent the growth of disease causing bacteria. While in developed countries, a mature distribution 

chain exists for the same, in developing countries, this is more of a problem. Even in developed 
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countries, the need for having temperature controlled distribution adds to the cost of the ice-cream by 

x%. 

Our company is developing low cost packaging for frozen goods that protect its contents and 

maintains frozen temperatures in ambient conditions without the need for additional refrigeration or 

cold storage. 

While ice-cream consumption in developed countries is stable, in developing countries the consump-

tion rate is increasing. As an example, total ice-cream consumption in the country of Kulfiraj was 

M liters in 2007. This market has been growing at the rate of x1% yearly for the past three years. 

Typically, a couple of FMCGs account for most of the ice-cream production and distribution in a 

country. In Kulfiraj, three FMCGs (GoldenVanilla, SumptuousStrawberry & TastyKulfi) 

accounted for over 80% of ice cream production, packaging and distribution in 2007. These 

FMCGs produced and packaged ice-cream in 7 plants; from these plants, refrigerated trucks 

transport the product to the points of sale. In many cases, the refrigerated trucks are owned by 

independent trucking companies and the FMCGs lease the trucks from them. Packaging is 

purchased in bulk from selected vendors; in Kulfiraj, packaging was purchased from 6 vendors by 

the three FMCGs. At the retail stores, ice-cream is stored in cold storage & refrigerators. With the 

cost of energy increasing, margins are decreasing across the ecosystem. The end consumer is relatively 

inelastic to the price of ice-cream so the FMCGs & retailers cannot pass on all of the increased costs 

of distribution & storage to the consumer. The FMCGs pass on some of the increased costs to the 

packaging vendors and the trucking companies who already work on razor thin margins. Addition-

al pressure on the FMCGs is being placed by retail stores who are starting to offer store branded ice-

cream from independent white label ice-cream producers in an effort to increase their brand 

recognition, offset price increases in storage and increase margins. This in turn further impacts sale of 

FMCG branded ice-cream. 

To understand how much our product could benefit the ecosystem, we need to understand a.)  The 

additional cost that refrigerated distribution adds to the FMCGs and b.) The cost added by cold 

storage of ice-cream to the retailers.  

The average sales price of ice-cream in 2007 was $a per liter. In terms of the money flow in this 

ecosystem, x2% of the average sale price is retained by the FMCG while the remaining goes to the 

retailer. So the FMCG has revenue of $a1and the retailer $a2 per liter of ice-cream sold.  
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For every liter of ice-cream sold, the FMCG incurs a cost of $b1 for packaging and $b2 for 

transportation. 60% of the transportation costs are related to the cost of energy for refrigeration. 

Similarly, the retailer incurs an average cost of $c1in cold storage costs for every liter of ice-cream 

sold. Thus, the additional cost that refrigerated distribution adds to the FMCG 

in 2007 was $(0.6*b2*M) and the cost that cold storage added to the retailer 

was $(c1*M). 

These represent 12% and 9% respectively of the FMCG and the retailer revenues on sales of ice-

cream. Assuming a conservative increase in energy costs of x3% yearly; assuming that retailers are 

able to pass on x4% of these increased costs to end consumers; that FMCGs are able to pass x5% 

of the increased costs to packagers, distributors and retailers, the year on year energy costs are 

estimated to increase at the rate of 4% and 3% for the FMCG and the retailer respectively. 

Our packaging solution will increase the cost of packaging by 10% only. Therefore, by using 

our packaging and avoiding the use of refrigerated trucks and cold storage, 

we can add y1% and y2% to the bottom lines of the FMCGs and the retailers. 

Replacing our packaging with existing packaging does not result in disrup-

tions in the ecosystem and no changes are required in terms of processes in 

the supply chain. Thus, our solution adds significant value to the ecosystem 

and in particular, to the FMCG and the retailers.. 

While the above analysis is in the country of Kulfiraj, anecdotal evidence indicates that our value 

add to FMCGs and retailers would result in similar improvements within a few tens of basis points 

in terms of ice-cream sales (lack of capital prevents us from obtaining actual data at this time -- if 

we obtain funding, we plan to undertake market research for the top 3 ice-cream consumption 

markets in the world to help plan the development of our business model). 

Note that in the above analysis, we have not taking into account the potential increase in ice-cream 

sales our packaging can result in especially in developing economies wherein many households do not 

yet have refrigerators but have sufficient aspirational income to purchase and store ice-cream in their 

homes. 

 

Response:       
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II CUSTOMERS 

Describe who the typical customers for the Company’s solution are. What is 

the total addressable market (TAM) for your solution and the year on year 

expected growth rate for this market. 

 

A typical customer for the Company’s solution is a customer in [define: indus-

try/vertical/geography/demographics and type such as MNC’s, big corporates, SMB, consumers, 

small businesses] with a [define: revenue size/disposable income/characteristics] and technology 

budget/ willingness to spend [define]. The total addressable market (TAM) per year can be 

calculated by multiplying the estimated maximum number of customers for your product by the 

average price per product. For e.g.,  if you are selling vanilla ice-cream through 10 retail stores in a 

certain geography, the TAM would be (the number of people living within a reasonable distance of 

the 10 retail store who purchase vanilla ice-cream) times (the average amount of vanilla ice-cream 

purchase by these people). The TAM will not include sales of all ice-creams around the world, nor 

will it include sales of ice-creams of other flavors in the geography that you are selling in.  

 

Example Response:  Our primary customers would be GoldenVanilla, SumptuousStrawberry & 

TastyKulfi. As mentioned above, in Kulfiraj, FMCGs currently use 6 vendors of packaging.  We 

will license our packaging technology to the FMCGs with rights to sublicense to the packagers they 

use. Note that the primary benefit of our product is to the FMCG even though it is the packagers 

who will manufacture it. FMCGs control the packaging of ice-creams for obvious reasons – 

freshness, look and feel, life of the package, etc. In addition to the unique property of maintaining 

frozen temperature inside the package even under ambient temperatures, our packaging material has 

added secondary benefits of retaining colors crisply and brightly over long periods of time. This would 

be important for the marketing department of the FMCGs who can ensure better projection of their 

brand imagery on the packaging. Our sale process would focus on the operations and marketing 

departments within the FMCGs. We will focus on the bottom line improvements that the FMCGs 

can benefit from in using our packaging and secondarily on how the packaging can be more 

appealing to the end customer.  
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Once we are able to license our product to the top FMCGs, we will then approach the retailers who 

are offering store branded ice-creams. While FMCGs are used to developing as well as intellectual 

property, retailers are less prone to do so. So our sale process would be in convincing retailers of the 

benefits of our packaging in eliminating cold storage requirements for ice-creams and having them 

push our solution to the white label ice-cream producers and packagers to who we shall license our 

solution. 

As explained in the response to the first question, the TAM for our product in Kulfiraj in 2007 

was estimated to be $(1.1*b1*M). The growth of the market is expected to be x1%. Note that we 

are considering only the TAM of packaging from FMCGs; we do not yet have figures for what the 

white labeled store branded costs of packaging and sales are. Anecdotal evidence indicates that this 

market is still small and so we will focus on this after we are able to penetrate the FMCG market 

to a reasonable degree. Also, the analysis here is the TAM only for Kulfiraj which is ranked second 

in terms of ice-cream consumption across the world. For the first year, given that our team is located 

in Kulfiraj, we plan to penetrate the market only in Kulfiraj. However, as we establish ourselves, we 

will target the other 2 of the top 3 ice-cream markets in the world within 3 years. Assuming that 

the three markets together are 3.5 times the size of the Kulfiraj market and that the cumulative 

growth rate year on year is z%, and assuming similar market ecosystem and dynamics, the TAM 

in 3 years for our product in the top three ice-cream markets of the world is estimated to be 

$((1.1*b1*3.5*M)*(1+z/100)^3).  

 

Response:       

III COMPETITORS & MARKET RISKS 

Describe how this opportunity is being currently serviced in this market 

place. Identify and describe your top 3 competitors. Explain what market 

risks you perceive may crop up over the next few years. 

The top 3 competitors for our solution are [A, B & C]. Competitor As solution is strong in [the 

following ways] and has captured [x%] of the market. Their revenue is [$y] per year and they are 
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growing at the rate of [z%] year on year. Their additional strengths are [explain in detail: for e.g., 

geographic reach, wide 3rd party distribution network, hold significant IP, have an investment from 

the top customer in this field, etc.] Provide similar analysis for the other two top competitors of the 

Company. As compared to the competition, we believe that our offering is differentiated [in the 

following way]. 

 

Example Response:  Our primary competitors for packaging today are Stablepackage & 

Trustedpackage. These two packaging vendors account for over 80% of packaging used by the 

FMCGs for packaging of ice-cream in Kulfiraj. In addition, ProBioPackage, a well funded startup, 

while having no product in the market currently, is working on innovative packaging solutions. 

Stablepackage’s products have been used by FMCGs for the past 18 years and is well proven and 

established in the industry. They have a market share of 46% which has been relatively stable for 

the past 5 years. Their primary strength is in their well established position in the industry. 

Trustedpackage’s packaging has been used by FMCGs for the past 12 years and they have a 

market share of 34%. Their primary strength, similar to Stablepackage, is that they too are well 

established in the industry. Furthermore, GoldenVanilla has a 30% stake in Trustedpackage, as a 

result of which, most of GoldenVanilla’s ice-cream packaging is sourced from Trustedpackage. 

However, our strongest competitor is perhaps ProBioPackage. ProBioPackage is a startup working 

on innovative packaging solutions (similar to us). They are funded to the tune of $X M – this 

funding was obtained from institutional investors and the industry leading biomaterials company, 

AlphaBioTech. In addition, AlphaBioTech has sublicensed to them intellectual property that is 

critical to the creation of temperature isolation biomaterials.  ProBioPackage has been working on 

their solution for the past 4 years and has an excellent R&D team consisting of renowned scientists 

in this field. Additionally, owing to the strategic relationship with AlphaBioTech, they can rely on 

the excellent sales and marketing channels of AlphaBioTech for world wide go to market.  

We believe however, that there are two main areas where we maintain differentiation over  

ProBioPackage: a.) The cost of manufacturing the required biomaterials for ProBioPackage’s 

solution will not go down significantly with scale which will lead to their solution being at least 12% 

more expensive than ours and b.) Since their product is being made of biomaterials, there may be 

regulatory concerns that have to be cleared before their product can be used to package food products. 
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As will be explained in the section on our solution, our approach is using nanomaterials which do 

not suffer from the above issues. 

 That said, we continue to watch their progress keenly since if, they are able to mitigate the above 

two issues, their solution may end up being cheaper than ours and we may have to discount our 

product and lower margins to continue to remain competitive.  

This is perhaps the biggest market risk to us.  

 

Response:       

 

 





 

 

Solution, Value Proposition & Differentiation 

IV SOLUTION 

Describe your solution in detail. Explain the current status of the 

solution. Explain if you have approached the market with the solution 

and what feedback, if any, you have received. Explain what actions 

you are planning based on the feedback. 

Explain your solution taking into account the architecture (if a product) or the details of the offering 

(if a service). Also provide details on the status of the solution currently. For example, a working 

prototype is ready and being tested. Or the service is being tested with the following customers. 

Describe the response of the market to your solution and what you actions you are contemplating 

based on the response. 

 

Example Response: Our solution to ice-cream packaging relies on the use of specific nanomaterials 

that are temperature shielding. We have been working on this solution for the past 3 years and have 

filed 7 patents in this area. The nanomaterials are [would explain in detail here what type, how 

different from other nanomaterials, whether some other entity could own patents around them]. Tests 

on the materials show [would explain in detail here how long temperature is maintained constant, 

what variations in temperature are observed over periods of time, what the physical properties of the 

material is – e.g., inert, easily molded to various forms, maintains colors and textures over months 

on end, how easy to manufacture, whether manufacture requires any special tools not readily 

available, etc.] 

A prototype of the packaging is currently ready and is in pilot tests with GoldenVanilla. Two of the 

production facilities of GoldenVanilla are testing our packaging. This test has been ongoing for the 

past 1 month. The feedback we have received from the customer indicates that they are pleased with 

the effectiveness of the solution in maintaining the temperatures of ice-cream. However, the customer 

has expressed concern that 2% of the packages had leaks in the container and that the color applied 
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to the exterior of the packaging ran over. Having diagnosed the issues, we have realized that the 

density of the nanomaterials needs to be increased by 3% to prevent leakage. On the exterior, we are 

increasing the amount of xyz material to ensure that colors do not bleed and that texture can be 

maintained. The increase in cost to incorporate these changes is minimal; no change to manufactur-

ing methodology is required to implement these changes. We plan to incorporate these changes and 

place the new prototype packaging in pilot testing within the next 1 month. 

Response:       

 

V  VALUE PROPOSITION & DIFFERENTIATION 

Define and describe the value proposition your solution offers to 

customers. As compared to key competitors, explain your differentia-

tion and why your prospective customers should prefer your solution 

over others. 

The value proposition describes the benefits that a company's solution provides to customers and/or 

the consumer's need that is being fulfilled. In other words, why should the customer identified in 

Question 2 above buy your solution?  Since the focus of the value proposition is on the customer, the 

proposition should be stated from the customer's perspective. Value propositions  may be based on 

core technology (Intel, Microsoft), business model (Netflix, Salesforce), lower costs, scale (Walmart), 

knowledge base ( Boston Consulting Group, Accenture),  customer service ( Amazon.com, 

Southwest airlines ), speed to market, innovation (3M), convenience (McDonald, Pizza Hut) , user 

experience ( i-pod),   distribution reach ( Maruti-Suzuki, Fedex), luxury (Mercedes Benz) or 

product customization (Dell).  

Also, describe here how your solution differentiates itself with the competitors you mentioned in a 

previous question. 
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Example Response: Our value proposition to the FMCGs and the retailers of ice-creams is an 

estimated improvement in bottom line of y1% and y2% respectively without impacting their current 

supply chain processes (as shown in response to Question 1). Intangible benefits to the customer are 

an increase in freshness of the product, being able to get their marketing message on the packaging 

across better (since our packaging can retain texture and color over months on end). 

With respect to competition, we believe ProBioPackage is the most likely biggest competitor if they 

can mitigate the issues named above. Compared to their product, manufacturing is easily done on 

existing factories and the cost of manufacturing goes down with scale and hence the cost benefits to 

the customer is better. Furthermore, we do not anticipate any regulatory hurdles in using these 

materials for food packaging since they are inert. 

Response:       

 





 

 

Company & Status 

VI  TEAM & COMPETENCIES 

Describe the experience and skill sets of the management team with 

respect to, where applicable: 

 Solution design, architecture, prototyping and development 

 Product management/Project management 

 Service delivery/implementation 

 Marketing and business development 

 Building and managing teams 

 Managing a P&L 

 Working in start-ups and small businesses 

Please also attach individual biodata of the management team. What 

are the existing gaps in the current team and what key hires are 

planned with the current funding sought. 

While providing your response, please focus on attributes and experience of current team members 

that is relevant for the current company and its solution. Also highlight what new hires are planned 

and if actual named people have been identified for these hires. Please detail what each key hire is 

being brought on board for. For example, in order to complete development of the solution, the 

Company would need to recruit 1 senior materials scientist, 5 engineers, 1 manufacturing operations 

engineer etc. The company will also need to partner with [define: names/nature of partnership] so 

that we can take the product to the other 2 of the top 3 ice-cream markets in the world. (Note: 

please focus on who will be hired with the current funding sought). 

Response:       
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Capital Requirement 

VII  CAPITAL 

What is the estimated funding required for meeting the market and 

solution milestones goals? If possible, please show diagrammatically 

the various milestones being planned and monies required to meet 

each milestone? How much money is being raised? How much stake 

are you planning to give up in this round of investment? 

Example response for below questions: We are seeking $N in this Seed round of financing for an 

anticipated dilution of [X%-Y%].  This funding will enable the company to [do what? product 

development/acquire the following named pilot customers/establish new facilities/hire key talent etc] 

and is expected to last [  ] months at which point of time, the Company needs to raise the next 

round of financing. As per our estimates, the Company would need a total investment of [number] 

over its life before it reaches cash positive.  We expect that the Company would turn profitable by 

year [   ].  

We estimate that by the time of next round of financing, the Company would have achieved the 

following milestones and value inflection points [define: status from a market, busi-

ness/organizational /product perspective and milestones to measure the same. Identifying and 

explaining these value inflection points is extremely important from an investors perspective] 

Estimated expenditure and revenue is provided below< need to build a detailed expenses budg-

et/cash-flow for the first 12 months of operation mapped to solution development/market 

milestones>.  

Response:       


